Use the Resources Here to Study for the Final and Answer Study Guide Questions
And Fill in the LEFT COLUMN with the correct answers. NAME _________________

1. A computer program used to display information, normally in the form of a slide
show
2. Exclusive rights given to someone who creates original work; the individual is
protected for his or her lifetime and 50 years after his or her death
3. Also called an "app," it is computer software created for a particular task or tasks; it
is increasingly used to mean software that is downloaded for use on cell phones
4. Content and media that combines different content forms, such as text, audio,
animation, and still images
5. The physical parts of a computer
6. A computer application used for the production (including composition, editing,
formatting, and possibly printing) of any sort of printable material
7. A packet of data sent by an Internet server to a browser, which is returned by the
browser each time it subsequently accesses the same server, used to identify the user
or track their access to the server
1. Suggests that the number of transistors that can be placed in an integrated circuit will
double every 18 months, making computer speeds increase exponentially; this law is
related to other trends in digital technology, like how much memory can go on a hard
drive
2. Sending data, such as a music or video file, from a local computer system to another
computer system or server
3. A site containing antennas and other electronic communications equipment, usually
in a high place, that makes up a cell in a cellular network
4. One present but not taking part in a situation or event
5. A certificate given to websites that verifies whether a website is secure or not
6. A highly portable computer shaped like slate or pad of paper, featuring a touchscreen

Multiple Choice Questions
1. Media that use Internet and cell phone applications to interact, collaborate, and create
content (No Answer)
1. Multimedia
2. Spreadsheet
3. Cell tower

4. Social media
2. A website designed for groups of people who publish their own information and
share it with others such as friends, family, co-workers, etc. (No Answer)
1. Social network
2. Signal strength
3. Social media
4. Malware
3. A computer system that stores enormous amounts of data (No Answer)
1. Adware
2. Database
3. Bias
4. Malware

True/False Questions
1. Location-based service → A service, such as web hosting, that is usually operated by
a company in order to provide access to the Internet through servers
It should be Location-based service → A service provided through cell phone networks and
accessed by cell phones which uses location to provide information on various places like
restaurants, offices, museums, schools, etc..
2. Signal strength → Refers to the strength of a connection over a wireless (radio)
telecommunication system
3. Hosting service → A way in which software is developed that allows access to the
source code of an application or software and is free to update and use
It should be Hosting service → A service, such as web hosting, that is usually operated by a
company in order to provide access to the Internet through servers.
4. MMS → An abbreviation for multimedia messaging service, which allows for
sending video, audio, pictures, ringtones, and any other media through a cell phone
5. Wiki → Called "World Wide Web" or simply, "the web," it is a portion of the
Internet that can be used through a web browser
It should be Wiki → A website that allows users to add and edit interlinking web pages.

Multiple Choice Questions
1. Computer software designed to harm a computer (No Answer)
1. Malware

2. Database
3. Memory
4. Software
2. A computer application used for the production (including composition, editing,
formatting, and possibly printing) of any sort of printable material (No Answer)
1. Cloud computing
2. Word processing
3. Uploading
4. Processor
3. Sending data, such as a music or video file, from a local computer system to another
computer system or server (No Answer)
1. URL
2. Blog
3. Roaming
4. Uploading

True/False Questions
1. Bias → A type of malware that replicates itself and spreads to other computers
It should be Bias → A personal and sometimes unreasoned judgment or prejudice.
2. Template → A standard display design used in blogs to provide a structure for
information to be viewed
3. Piracy → A computer or series of computers that link other computers together and
often store important information
It should be Piracy → The unauthorized reproduction or copying of music, video, or
literature without proper compensation or permission.

Matching Questions
1. Coverage area
2. E-reader
3. Virus
4. Plagiarism

5. Social media
1. a Refers to the area in which a service provider offers its communication service
2. b A device or computer program used for reading electronic books
3. c Representing the language or thoughts of an author as your own, without indicating
where the information is from
4. d Media that use Internet and cell phone applications to interact, collaborate, and
create content
5. e A type of malware that replicates itself and spreads to other computers

5 Multiple Choice Questions
1. An abbreviation for Secure Sockets Layer; it is a protocol that provides security
when communicating on the Internet (No Answer)
1. Spam
2. SSL
3. MMS
4. URL
2. A video camera for computers typically used to provide real-time video footage (No
Answer)
1. Wiki
2. Web 2.0
3. Webcam
4. RAM
3. Getting hacked means that your computer or computer network has been broken into
without your permission (No Answer)
1. Hacked
2. Wiki
3. STEM
4. RAM
4. An area where a cell phone does not receive a signal (No Answer)

1. Smartphone
2. Dead zone
3. QR code
4. Cell tower

True/False Questions
1. MMS → An abbreviation for multimedia messaging service, which allows for
sending video, audio, pictures, ringtones, and any other media through a cell phone
2. Location-based service → A service provided through cell phone networks and
accessed by cell phones which uses location to provide information on various places
like restaurants, offices, museums, schools, etc.
3. Hard disk drive → A computer device that reads, writes, and stores digital data
4. Tablet → A website that is regularly updated and operates like a journal with writing,
2opinions, experiences, photos, videos, and links to other information on it
It should be Tablet → A highly portable computer shaped like slate or pad of paper,
featuring a touchscreen.
5. Spreadsheet → A device or computer program used for reading electronic books
It should be Spreadsheet → A computer application that simulates a paper accounting
worksheet.

Written Questions
1. The extension of service or coverage in a wireless telecommunications system
2. Any data or information in a computer; it is commonly used to refer to read-access
memory (RAM) which is temporary and used to operate software; at times, it can
also refer the amount of disk space available on a computer
3. A type of internet address such as .gov for government, .edu for educational
institutions, .com for commercial sites, etc.
4. A way in which software is developed that allows access to the source code of an
application or software and is free to update and use
5. A vast global computer network which links smaller computer networks together

Matching Questions
1. MMS
2. Malware
3. Hardware

4. Search engine
5. Template
1. a A computer program that locates information on the web
2. b A standard display design used in blogs to provide a structure for information to be
viewed
3. c The physical parts of a computer
4. d Computer software designed to harm a computer
5. e An abbreviation for multimedia messaging service, which allows for sending video,
audio, pictures, ringtones, and any other media through a cell phone

Multiple Choice Questions
1. An area where a cell phone does not receive a signal (No Answer)
1. QR code
2. Dead zone
3. Database
4. Cell tower
2. Getting hacked means that your computer or computer network has been broken into
without your permission (No Answer)
1. Wiki
2. HTTPS
3. Server
4. Hacked
3. A computer application used for the production (including composition, editing,
formatting, and possibly printing) of any sort of printable material (No Answer)
1. Word processing
2. Uploading
3. Cloud computing
4. Processor
4. A string of numbers that indicates the location of a computer or server; commonly

referred to as a web address or URL (No Answer)
1. Spreadsheet
2. Spyware
3. Plagiarism
4. IP address
5. Quick Response code; a type of two-dimensional bar code, consisting of black
modules in a square pattern on a white background, that can hold a large amount of
any kind of data (No Answer)
1. E-reader
2. QR code
3. Cookie
4. Memory

True/False Questions
1. Location-based service → A service, such as web hosting, that is usually operated by
a company in order to provide access to the Internet through servers
It should be Location-based service → A service provided through cell phone networks and
accessed by cell phones which uses location to provide information on various places like
restaurants, offices, museums, schools, etc..
2. Hard disk drive → A computer device that reads, writes, and stores digital data
3. HTTPS → The same as HTTP a protocol or group of rules and functions that is used
to transfer data over the World Wide Web and is secure; it is used for websites that
handle sensitive information that would require greater security, such as payments
and bank account information
4. Blog → A personal and sometimes unreasoned judgment or prejudice
It should be Blog → A website that is regularly updated and operates like a journal with
writing, opinions, experiences, photos, videos, and links to other information on it.
5. Webcam → A video camera for computers typically used to provide real-time video
footage

